1) The first was created by Giuseppe Airoldi and was called "To pass the time." During World War 2 these were used to test applicants to Bletchley Park and the appearance of "Overlord", "Omaha", and "Utah" as answers caused an investigation into Leonard Dawe. Kevin G Der created one with only 18 squares shaded, compared to the 32 normally found in American puzzles. Japanese versions of this puzzle can be more difficult to create because each square represents a syllable and not a single letter. For ten points, name this type of alphabetic puzzle, most famously found in the New York Times, usually found in newspapers.
ANSWER: Crossword Puzzles (accept Word-Cross)

2) This region features drastically different environments including boreal forests, swamps, and mountains guarded by a purple beast. Residents of this kingdom include Plumpy, an anthropomorphic tree, a clownishly dressed lumberjack, and a peanut-picking Grandma. Local unrest is caused by a Lord, owning one of this kingdom's two castles, who dresses entirely in red and black. But his entire domain can be passed by using the "rainbow trail." Domestic strife within the royal family can be inferred due to the fact that Queen Forstline chooses to spent most of her time in the Ice Cream Ocean while Princess Lolly lives in the lollipop woods. For ten points, name this fictional kingdom, the setting of a sweet confectionery themed board game by Milton Bradley.
ANSWER: Candyland

3) Rush Rush Rally Racing, Last Hope, and Dux are games that were recently released for this console, which was discontinued in 2001. A number of accessories were available for this system, including a fishing rod, microphone, and a light gun. The debut of the Playstation 2 marked the beginning of the end for this console, whose four launch titles included Soulcalibre and Sonic Adventure. The first console to feature a built-in modem and support for online play, this is for ten points what final console produced by Sega?
ANSWER: Sega Dreamcast

4) This character was created after his developer visited the shrine of Inari Okami, and his name was suggested by Dylan Cuthbert. In the original game, this character's father James is lost through the 'Awesome Black Hole.' Since then this character has teamed up with a triceratops named Tricky and gotten in several brawls with other Nintendo characters. Rescuer of Slippy Toad and nemesis of Andross, this is for ten points what leader of team Star Fox?
ANSWER: Fox McCloud (Accept Fox and Starfox and until "Star Fox" is mentioned)

5) It first appeared as Book 2 but it did not appear with its current name until 1977. The cover of the first edition featured art by David Sutherland and the lamia and sylph were portrayed topleless. In 1st edition the Fiend Folio and Unearthed Arcana expanded upon this book introducing the githyanki and slaad. Four further editions of this book were printed between 2002 and 2007 and added stats for more creatures in Eberron and The Forgotten
6) The prototype cabinet for this game included a cookie sheet to catch the quarters players deposited. This led many of those machines to fail within one week of deployment, because the cookie sheet could not hold all of the quarters player were putting in. Atari founder Nolan Bushell decided to develop this game after seeing a preview of the Magnavox Odyssey, and assigned development to Allan Alcorn. The first commercially successful arcade machine, this is for ten points what early game based on table tennis?
ANSWER: **Pong**

7) Another game with this name has players standing in a circle passing a Frisbee between them. A player must jump before catching the disc and release it before landing. Failure to do so causes a player to be "out." A variant called "Blind Monkey" removes the audible part and requires players to be as quiet as possible. The "Alligator Eyes" or "submarine" variant allows a player to open their eyes but only for as long as they can hold their breath. The "Duck-Duck Quack-Quack" version has whoever is "it" calling Duck-Duck and the other players responding with "Quack-Quack." For ten points, name this version of tag played in a pool where players yell the name of a famous Venetian merchant.
ANSWER: **Marco Polo**

8) Graham Elwood hosted a show with this name for two seasons in 1999 and a British version was created in 2004. A version was created for the Apple II and a "mahjong" version of this game is popular in Japan. Tracy Dali, Heather Carolin, and Aimee Sweet appeared in this game's "invitational", hosted by Carmen Electra. In England "mixed" was added to the beginning of this game's name to indicate that it was co-ed. It is believed to have started in the 19th century in New Orleans brothels where prostitutes would like to play cards, but had no money to wager. For ten points, name this poker variant that involves players taking off clothes instead of paying money.
ANSWER: **Strip Poker**

9) Jim French, the voice of Father Grigori in Half-Life 2, and Jen Taylor, the voice of Cortana in the Halo series, lent their voices to this game. The events of this game take place in Pennsylvania in October 2009 and controversy arose around this video game when online reviews for a Philadelphia hospital began mentioning stockpiles of ammunition, shooting patients, and the convenient roof access. In versus mode, the player takes on the role of the Boomer, Hunter, Smoker, or Tank; in campaign mode, they take on the role of Louis, Bill, Zoey, or Francis and attempt to shoot their way through hordes of undead. Fight your way through zombies to the roof of the hospital in, for ten points, what 2008 first person shooter?
ANSWER: **Left 4 Dead**

10) The British Museum has two of these on display from the Roman Empire, but nobody knows what game they go with. A radio station by this name plays podcasts about coin collecting, board games, and role playing games and is subtitled "Where Gamers Roll." In **Realms**. For ten points, name this book that, along with the *Player's Handbook* and *Dungeon Master's Guide*, forms the core of Dungeons and Dragons.
ANSWER: **Monster Manual**
duels of Magic: The Gathering, these can be used to track life points. Used to make skill checks, attack rolls, and much more is, for ten points, what kind of icosahedron, a type of die commonly used in role playing games.

ANSWER: d20 or Twenty-Sided Die (accept dice before asterisk; accept icosahedron before mentioned)

11) In this game set on Jefferson Island, the player takes on the role of Jack Cayman, a mysterious man whose mission is to save the Mayor's daughter. Jack gains sponsorship from Agent XIII and enters the DeathWatch competition. Armed with a chainsaw built into his arm, he ultimately finds and kills Leo, a doctor in the local hospital. This game's art style is unique in that its color palette features only black, white, and red. Developed by Platinum Games, this is for ten points what first person shooter for the Wii which shares its name with a Tears for Fears song covered by Gary Jules?

ANSWER: Madworld

12) For 99 cents you can buy professionally made balls for this sport but in a pinch, sugar packets, matchbooks, or quarters can be used for this game, though the use of quarters creates more noise than the standard game. Fast-food tables and flat desks make the best playing spaces due to their convenient size and smoothness. Many guides use scissors in the process of making this game's primary piece, though it can be made with a single piece of 8.5 by 11 piece of paper. For ten points, name this game, popular among school students, whose stages include kickoff and field goals.

ANSWER: Paper Football

13) In the second issue of this webcomic, John Romero barters away video game legacy for a wiener. Two role playing games based on this webcomic have been created, and a minor character from this webcomic is a bonus unlockable in Tekken 6. Charles, Div, and Jesus Christ are supporting characters in this webcomic, which every year, hosts a three-day gaming expo and a charity called Child's Play. Created by Jerry Holkins and Mike Krahulik ["Krah-who-lick"], this is for ten points what webcomic starring Tycho Brahe and John Gabriel?

ANSWER: Penny Arcade

14) Eating apples increases your health, while eating the apples in a garden atop the central tower will decrease your health. The soundtrack, created by Koh Otani, is only heard during cut scenes and battles but not heard during the time spent traveling by horse. Your only companion, Agro, is killed shortly before the final confrontation. Most of the dialogue in this game is spoken by Dormin, a god-like being that offers you hints on how to kill the namesake creatures. For ten points, name this PlayStation 2 game where you take the role of Wander and kill the 16 titular monsters.

ANSWER: Shadow of the Colossus

15) This game was probably partially inspired by the Chinese game "Game of Fighting Animals" but its modern version was not created until 1908 and it first appeared in the United States in 1961. The competitive scene is dominated by the Netherlands and strategies include the "shoreline bluff", not detonating explosives, and trading pieces.
Variant pieces include archers and cannons who can take a piece two spaces away but can be beaten by any piece. Losing a Spy can be crippling and may force a players to trade Marshals, unless the opposing marshal steps on a bomb. For ten points, name this two player strategic board game of incomplete information with pieces such as the scout, miner, and bomb, a game that focuses on capturing an opponent's flag.

ANSWER: **Stratego**

16) **This character was once sighted outside of the North American Nintendo Headquarters, taunting Mario about his 3d graphics. First released in August 1996 and developed by Naught Dog Entertainment, this character is often tasked with defeating Doctor Neo Cortex, but occasionally takes part in both solo and team cart racing. One of the unofficial mascots for the original Playstation, this is for ten points what Eastern Barred Bandicoot?**

ANSWER: **Crash Bandicoot**

17) **This game's game play helped inspire that of it's developer's next game, *The World Ends With You*. Antagonists in this game include Larxene, Vexen, and Zexion, all of who do not appear in the PlayStation sequel. Haley Joel Osment, David Gallagher, and Jesse McCartney reprise their roles from this game's prequel as the protagonist replays many scenes from that game while Namine manipulates his mind. This game is set in Castle Oblivion, former headquarters of Maleficent, which causes characters who enter to lose their memories. Linking the events of the first two games in the series, this is for ten points what Kingdom Hearts game for the Game Boy Advanced?**

ANSWER: **Kingdom Hearts: Chain of Memories**

18) **The Fimir were removed from this game's 4th edition along with the centaur-esque Zoats. A race of dwarves that worship the god Hashut have not been officially supported since 6th edition which also saw the introduction of the Ogre Kingdoms. In 7th edition Chaos was split into Daemons, Warriors of Chaos, and Beastmen who are opposed by such armies as the High Elves, Lizardmen, and the Empire. For ten points, name this Games Workshop produced fantasy miniature tabletop wargame.**

ANSWER: **Warhammer: The Game of Fantasy Battles (Accept Warhammer Fantasy, do not accept "Warhammer 40,000")**

19) **This company, founded by Jim Levy and some former Atari programmers, was the first independent video game developer and distributor. In 1981 they released Pitfall, the first platform game, and they followed that up with Call of Duty and Tony Hawk's Pro Skater. Recently this company has developed Spyro the Dragon and Crash Bandicoot games. This company purchased Red Octane in 2006 and the following year was itself purchased by Vivendi SA. Now part of the same holding company that owns Blizzard, this is for ten points what video game company which since 2006 has published the Guitar Hero series?**

ANSWER: **Activision**

20) **His family members include a niece and nephew named Sandy and Andy, a second nephew named Randy, and wife Madge. He is believed to be based of Albert Richardson**
and Little Esky and his first name is Milburn. First appearing on the red and yellow cards in 1936, his official name was changed by Hasbro in 1999. He is depicted as hugging a woman, walking a baby in a stroller, smoking a cigar, fixing houses, carrying a battleship on his back, being dragged to jail, winning second place in a beauty contest, and flying out of a bird cage. For ten points, name this board game mascot typically depicted with a top hat and cane
ANSWER: Rich Uncle Penny Bags or Mr. Monopoly or The Monopoly guy (accept Milburn before mentioned)

21) This game is named for a pool cue in the "The Color of Money." When a version of this game was released on an FTP hosted at University of Wisconsin, it brought down the school's network. This game introduced WAD files, making it the first to allow modders to easily adjust the content. John Carmack was the lead programmer for this game, which was developed by John Romero. Take on the role of an unnamed marine and fight your way through Phobos, Demos, and Hell in, for ten points, what 1993 ID Soft game later made into a movie starring 'The Rock'?
ANSWER: Doom

22) The original concept for this game had each player play as a boy in a boarding school attempting to become a prefect. Robert Harris changed the design at the behest of Games Workshop, but game play remained similar. City, Timescape, and Dragon expansions were released for the second edition in the 1980s and the modern incarnation has expansions such as Reaper and Frostmarch. Characters like the Minotaur and Beastman have disappeared in modern versions, but classics like the Wizard and the Elf are still present. Players win by reaching the innermost region and killing the other players with the command spell at the Crown of Command. For ten points, name this fantasy boardgame where players travel through the outer, middle, and inner regions while attempting to gain one of the namesake artifacts.
ANSWER: Talisman

23) Two years after release, this game saw a 6,000% increase in sales on Amazon, after a process to run homebrew applications was revealed. Originally released as a launch title for the PSP, two sequels to this puzzle game were later developed, as well as ports to cell phones, XBox Live, and the Playstation Network. Designed by Tetsuya Mizuguchi and developed by Q Entertainment, name for ten points this block dropping puzzle game, that depends on the tempo to determine when the matched blocks will disappear.
ANSWER: Lumines (pronounced "luminous" but accept "loo-mines")
1) Name these classic Magic: The Gathering cards from clues, for ten points each.
[10] This powerful card is an artifact with a mana cost of 0 that grants 3 mana of any color.
ANSWER: Black Lotus
[10] This red dragon, first appearing in Alpha, is a 5/5 flying that, for 1 red mana, can gain +1/+0.
ANSWER: Shivan Dragon
[10] This power nine blue card allows you to draw three cards at the cost of one blue mana.
ANSWER: Ancestral Recall

2) Answer these questions about cooperative board games for ten points each.
[10] In Pandemic, players take the roles of employees of this government institute who are trying to stop four epidemic diseases from outbreaking.
ANSWER: Center for Disease Control and Prevention
[10] In this Ages of Wonder game, players assume the role of one of the Knights of the Round Table, but it is possible that one is a traitor.
ANSWER: Shadows Over Camelot
[10] In Arkham Horror, a board game based primarily off the works of this author, players control investigators trying to stop ancient beings such as Cthulhu, Azathoth, and Nyarlathotep from destroying the world.
ANSWER: H.P. Lovecraft

3) In September 2006, this film director boxed five of his critics, and beat them all. For ten points each.
[10] Who is this director, known for writing and directing many flops based on video games?
ANSWER: Uwe Boll
[10] Boll has released two movies in this female vampire series, starring Kristanna Loken and Ben Kingsley as the Vampire King.
ANSWER: Bloodrayne
[10] After Blizzard expressed interest in creating a film version of this game, Boll made a bid to direct it. All of Azeroth rejoiced when Blizzard immediately rejected his bid.
ANSWER: World of Warcraft

4) Answer these questions about games that bring out the tycoon in you, for ten points each.
[10] In the original version of Acquire players assume the roles of people like Conrad Hilton, Marion W. Isbell, and Kemmons Wilson and attempt to gain stock in and later merge chains of what types of businesses.
ANSWER: Hotel Chains
[10] The original board for this Rio Grande game depicts the United States and Germany but now with expansions for China, Korea, France, Italy, and Central Europe, players can build power plants and buy resources in most of the world.
ANSWER: Power Grid
In this card game designed in 1904 players must trade various commodities on the stock market by trading up to three at a time. Suits in the original version included Wheat, Flax, and Corn.

ANSWER: Pit

5) Name these fun games to play outside that require little more than warm bodies, for ten points each.

[10] In this game, that shares its name with a Twilight Zone episodes focusing on it, whoever is "it" must capture all the hiding players but if the titular object is knocked over, all captured players are set free.

ANSWER: Kick the Can

[10] In this variation of Freeze Tag, when a player is frozen, a free player must crawl under the frozen player's legs to set them free.

ANSWER: Stuck in the Mud

[10] Due to the likelihood of clotheslining, breaking an arm, or dislocating an arm this playground game is banned in many school. Play consists of two opposing teams forming a chain by linking arms and a member of the opposing team charging that link, hoping to break it.

ANSWER: Red Rover (accept Bullrush, Forcing the City Gates and Octopus Tag)

6) For ten points each, name these card games that you won't find in a casino.

[10] This game comes in Jewish, Bible, and Disney variations along with the Party Box version. Play consists of one player drawing a green card with an adjective and players playing red cards containing a noun.

ANSWER: Apples to Apples

[10] Variations on this game include Christian, Jewish, Zombie, and Stoner versions. The Zombie version incorporated "creepers" along with the normal new rule, action, keeper, and rule cards.

ANSWER: Fluxx

[10] Expansions to this Looney Labs game include Early American and The Gore Years. Players take the roles of time travelers trying to change the past to suit their own goals by playing patches, inverters, and artifacts.

ANSWER: Chrononauts

7) Shigeru Miyamoto has been influential in the creation of some of the most popular video game characters of all time. Now name some of his less popular creations for ten points each.

[10] This captain crash lands and must use the indigenous population to rebuild his ship. He has lately appeared in the Super Smash Bros series.

ANSWER: Captain Olimar

[10] This game was sponsored by Kawasaki Heavy Industries and Shigeru Miyamoto is quoted as saying this game taps 80% of the Nintendo 64's power, with it's realistic wave physics. It has a prequel on the Game Boy and a sequel on the GameCube.

ANSWER: Wave Race 64 (do not accept or prompt on WaveRace)

[10] In this Nintendo remake of a classic arcade game, three players take on the role of ghosts, while the fourth takes on the role of the titular dot-eating character.

ANSWER: Pac-man VS. (Do not accept or prompt on Pac-Man)
8) Name these board games with moving pieces for ten points each.
[10] This game has pieces such as a crank, bucket, seesaw, diver, and cage used to catch the namesake rodents.
ANSWER: Mouse Trap
[10] In this 1986 Milton Bradley game played on a three dimensional board, you have to steal the jewel from Vul-Kar and escape the titular island.
ANSWER: Fireball Island
[10] In this game, each player takes the role of an explorer attempting to steal jewels from an idol and make it across the namesake structure, that will occasionally shake and send your pieces to their doom.
ANSWER: Forbidden Bridge

9) Name these music games that are not Rock Band or Guitar Hero for ten points each.
[10] This Konami offering for the PS3, Xbox 360, Wii and DS, was far from a revolution, but unsuspecting customers might buy it, since it is alphabetically right next to Rock Band on store shelves.
ANSWER: Rock Revolution
[10] Even though print media is dying, Rolling Stone decided to throw their hat into the ring with their music game focusing only on drums.
ANSWER: Rolling Stone: Drum King
[10] This original Playstation game is cited by many as America's introduction to rhythm based game play. In it, the player controls a paper thin dog who learns Kung-fu, fails his driving test, and waits in line for the bathroom.
ANSWER: Parappa the Rapper

10) Forget Wii fit, Dance Dance Revolution is the best way to get in shape using a video game. For ten points each, name some songs that appeared on DDR.
[10] This song was originally performed by Aqua but the DDR Extreme 2 version is by Barbie Young and was a tribute to comic book characters like Spider-man and Superman.
ANSWER: "Cartoon Heroes"
[10] Also on Extreme 2, this song, by the band of the same name, invites you to run along with this man and could apply to either Harkness or Sparrow.
ANSWER: "Captain Jack"
[10] This Fall Out Boy song, the second single from Under the Cork Tree, appears on DDR Supernova as well as SingStar Rocks!
ANSWER: "Dance, Dance"

11) Name these games who exclusively or almost exclusively use dice for ten points each.
[10] In this game, players roll five dice and choose which space, such as small straight, large straight, or full house to put those values.
ANSWER: Yahtzee
[10] In this game, each player has 15 pieces, rolls two dice, and moves his checkers. The first player to remove all your pieces to the other side wins.
ANSWER: Backgammon
This dice game, also known as Dudo, Perudo, or Cachito, appears in *Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest* where Davey Jones wins by calling Bootstrap's hand of twelve fives.  

**ANSWER:** *Liar's Dice* (Accept *Liar Dice*)

12) This game, first published by Wizards of the Coast in 1994, has players controlling robots and playing order cards as they race across conveyor belts and other hazards to a finish line. For ten points each.  

[10] Name that board game.  

**ANSWER:** *RoboRally*  


**ANSWER:** Richard *Garfield*  

[10] Richard Garfield was one of five designers responsible for this board game anthology, named after a Wiltshire landmark, where all five designers came up with five different games using the same components.  

**ANSWER:** *Stonehenge*

13) Name these games popular with randy adolescents for ten points each.  

[10] This game consists of turning the namesake item and kissing the person it points to.  

**ANSWER:** *Spin the Bottle*  

[10] In this game, a single person designated to be "god" picks two people or two people are randomly chosen, to spend the namesake amount of time in a confined space.  

**ANSWER:** *Seven Minutes in Heaven*  

[10] In this game, also known as 10 fingers, each player says something they have not done and each player that as puts a finger down until they run out of fingers.  

**ANSWER:** *Never Have I Ever*

14) Name these games about galactic conquest.  

[10] In this board game based off a real time strategy game, players control units like space marines, valkyries, lurkers, and dark templars.  

**ANSWER:** *Starcraft: The Board Game*  

[10] The board of this game is constructed with the warp in the middle and players homesystems with five planets. Play style varies greatly depending on which race the player is playing and attacks are aimed using the Hyperspace cone.  

**ANSWER:** *Cosmic Encounter*  

[10] In this Fantasy Flight Game, players control races like the Federation of the Sol, the Sardrak Norr, and the Universities of the Jol-Nar and compete over the planet Mecatol Rex.  

**ANSWER:** *Twilight Imperium*

15) Name these hit games from Pop-cap for ten points each  

[10] The objective of this Pop-cap game is to swap one of the titular objects with an adjacent one to form a horizontal or vertical chain of three or more, possibly causing a cascade.  

**ANSWER:** *Bejeweled*
This Pop-cap game was released for the Ipod, Iphone, PS3, Xbox 360, DS, and PC, and even for World of Warcraft. The objective of the game is to use ten marbles to eliminate a number of colored pegs.

ANSWER: Peggle

This recent PC-only Pop-cap game has you practicing your green thumb to take care of a zombie problem, in a tower defense-like game.

ANSWER: Plants vs Zombies

16) Answer these questions about games that are fun to play in the summer, for ten points each.
[10] In this game one player waits in the deep end of a pool while all the other players jump in and try to evade being tagged. If a player is tagged, next round they are the namesake predators and play continues until all players have been tagged.

ANSWER: Sharks and Minnows (accept Sharks and Maidens)

[10] In 2006 at Coogee Beach, Australia, 3,000 people threw a total of 55,000 of these projectiles, creating a world record.

ANSWER: Water balloons

[10] In this game, each time consists of one player sitting on the shoulders of another player. Each team must attempt to push the other team over or knock the "attacker" off of the "vehicle."

ANSWER: Chicken Fight (accept Cherry Drop or Shoulder Wars)

17) Name these things from popular German games, for ten points each.
[5,5] For 5 points per answer, name any two resources from Settlers of Catan.

ANSWERS: Grain (accept Wheat), Ore (Accept Stone), Brick, Lumber (accept Wood), Wool (accept Sheep)

[10] In Carcassonne, players place these followers on tiles to claim points.

ANSWER: Meeples

[10] Captain, Builder, Prospector, and Settler are all components in this board game where players try to establish control of a Caribbean Island who real capital is San Juan.

ANSWER: Puerto Rico

18) Usually when a game removes features and insults the gay community, sales will decline. Name some things about a game that bucked this trend for ten points each.


ANSWER: Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2


ANSWER: Cole Hamels


ANSWER: Night vision goggles (Accept light amplification goggles; do not accept infrared goggles)

19) Name these games that can be played with just your fingers for ten points each.

[10] Norman Mailer was an enthusiast of this game, played with only one digit, described by the San Francisco Chronicle as "the miniature golf of marital arts."

ANSWER: Chexx Drop
ANSWER: **Thumb war** (accept **thumb wrestling**)
[10] This game has its roots in the Japanese game jan-ken-pon and variations add possibilities such as spock, lizard, or lava, to the normal three possibility game.

ANSWER: **Rock, Paper, Scissors**
[10] In this game, each player only starts with one finger on each hand up. Play consists of one playing hitting another player's finger with their own. Once a single hand has 5 fingers up, it is out.

ANSWER: **Chopsticks** (accept **Sticks, Split, Magic Fingers, Chinese Fingers, or Cherries**)

20) Name these games produced by Avalon Hill, for ten points each.
[10] Avalon Hill now produces this game, whose variants include Battle of the Buldge, Guadalcanal, and D-Day, where players take control of the powers during World War 2.
ANSWER: **Axis & Allies**
[10] In this game, whose name is a pun on a Shakespearean play, players control traders in an unexplored part of the galaxy and try to accumulate between 1,000 and 4,000 cash in deeds.
ANSWER: **Merchant of Venus**
[10] In this game players must mine more rubium than other players while being attacked by aliens like rock striders and rubium dragons
ANSWER: **Nexus Ops**

21) Name these games that your teacher may have had you play when it was raining during recess for ten points each.
[10] In this game, which shares its name with a soft drink, children must correctly guess who pushed their thumb down. If they guess correctly, they assume that person's role.
ANSWER: Heads Up **Seven Up**
[10] The earliest mention of this word game was in 1894. Other names for this game include "gallows" or "the game of hanging."
ANSWER: **Hangman**
[10] This game originated in Latin with the title "Cicero dicit fac hoc." Other language's names for this game include 'Senchosan no meirei' in Japanese, or 'Jacques a dit' in French.
ANSWER: **Simon Says**

22) Given properties, name the variant of monopoly they can be found in, for ten points each.
ANSWER: **Monopoly Junior**
ANSWER: **Ghettopoly**
ANSWER: **KISS-Opoly**

23) Name these games that help pass the time on long road trips for ten points each.
[10] One "wins" this game by spotting a car with one burnt out headlight. Prizes for winning include a kiss, a slap in the face, forcing someone else to take of a piece of clothing, or merely a point.
ANSWER: **Padiddle** (Accept: **Diddle** or **Spadiddle** or **Badiddple** or **Buckeye** or **Beer** or
The premise of this game is that when one player spots a certain brand of car, they yell this game's name and are then allowed to punch the other passengers. ANSWER: **Punch buggy**

To play this game, popular in rural America, a player yells at a herd of a particular farm animal and scores points for each animal that turns too look. ANSWER: **Hey Cows!**